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Abstract - Migration of virtual machines is an important feature for the management of a virtualized environment. Current strategies for managing migration consider more of resource scheduling and system maintenance, ignoring possible constraints on migration from virtual machines and applications. This paper introduces a migration locking mechanism and its implementation on Xen. The virtual machine migration locking mechanism provides a standard interface for virtual machine users to control migration status of their virtual machines according to their own wishes, such as security, hardware or performance demands and so on. But forced migration locking by the end users or applications could conflict with the management decisions by managers or the virtual machine monitors. How to coordinate different requirements between virtual machine users and managers needs further discussion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Virtual machine migration means migrating one virtual machine from one physical machine, called the source host, to another physical machine, called the destination host. Current mainstream virtual machine monitors support online migration of virtual machines, such as Xen live migration [1] and VMware VMotion [2]. Migration is an important feature of virtual machine management, which is a unique advantage brought by virtualization. As a result of the feature, we can deploy services more conveniently, flexibly and efficiently in a data center that utilizes virtualization technologies.

With the help of migration of virtual machines, a virtualized data center can improve resource utilization and save energy. However, current strategies for managing the migration of virtual machines focus only on system maintenance and resource scheduling [3] [4], without considering possible damaging effects caused by migration. The destination host might lack sufficient hardware resources or security measures to satisfy the demands of the migrated virtual machine. Whether a virtual machine can be migrated depends on the characteristics and requirements of the application running on it, which include the following aspects: (1) the application is running some critical code and does not want to be affected by migration of the virtual machine; (2) the application is performing some critical operation, migration will fail the operation; (3) some special optimizations, such as optimizing communication between virtual machines sharing the physical host, requires that several virtual machines run on the same physical machine at the same time; (4) dependence on special hardware resource. Migrating a virtual machine in the above scenarios will cause significant performance degradation or even system failure, so it’s better not to migrate it. But the virtual machine monitor or the manager of data center cannot get to know such requirements of applications in time, so they cannot make a correct decision.

In this paper we propose a mechanism of migration lock, which involves three layers: the application layer, the Guest OS layer and the virtual machine monitor (VMM) layer. With a migration lock, users can declare whether their virtual machines are allowed to be migrated. When users don’t expect their virtual machines to be migrated, they can lock their virtual machines up in current physical machine to prevent the virtual machine monitor from migrating the virtual machines. So we can fix a virtual machine to a physical machine
when the virtual machine is reading or processing confidential data or when it has obtained sufficient resources in the current physical machine and does not expect to be migrated.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the design principles of our virtual machine migration locking mechanism. Section 3 gives a detailed description on how to implement the migration lock in Xen Hypervisor. Then, in Section 4, we describe how to set migration lock. The influence of the migration locking mechanism on management of the future virtualized computing environment is discussed in Section 5 and Section 6.

II. DESIGN OF MIGRATION LOCKING MECHANISM

In a virtualized environment, virtual machines run above a virtual machine monitor, which is responsible for scheduling, allocating and managing resources [5]. Migration of virtual machines is also implemented by the virtual machine monitor. We can determine whether a virtual machine can be migrated by setting a status flag for the virtual machine in the virtual machine monitor, as shown in Figure 1. If the virtual machine monitor or the virtual machine user attempts to migrate the virtual machine, the virtual machine monitor will check the status flag first. If it is permitted to be migrated, the migration operation will be executed; otherwise, the migration operation will be dropped.

The status flag can be set in the configuration file or the starting command of the virtual machine, which is called static migration lock. Besides that, it can also be set by the virtual machine user at run time according to the needs. We refer to this type of flag as a dynamic migration lock. With a dynamic migration lock, a virtual machine can control its own migration status dynamically, and avoid to be migrated when it doesn’t expect to be migrated, as shown in figure 2.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF MIGRATION LOCKING MECHANISM

According to the design described in Section 2, we have implemented the migration locking mechanism on Xen-3.3.1[6]. Detailed implementation can be divided into the following four aspects: Xen Hypervisor, Guest OS of Domain U, Application in Domain U and Xen Tools, which are elaborated in this section.

A. Xen Hypervisor

Xen maintains a structure (struct domain) that represents the status of a domain for every virtual machine. We add a variable (bool_t is_migratory) to this structure, which indicates whether the corresponding domain can be migrated. The command line option or the configuration setting of migration lock is indeed implemented as setting of the variable at the end. The migration command will check the variable before executing the migration operation. If it is not permitted to be migrated, it will stop the migration operation.

Besides that, one hypercall with a number __HYPERVISOR_set_migraton_flag is appended in Xen hypervisor. The setting of is_migratory in the domain structure is implemented through a handling function do_set_migration_flag for this hypercall.

B. Guest OS of Domain U

In order to achieve the goal that virtual machine users can determine whether their virtual machines can be migrated, we have implemented a transmission mechanism in the guest OS of domain U, which can transfer the command of setting migration lock from the application level to the Xen hypervisor. Because Xen supports both para-virtualization and full-virtualization, we implement the transmission mechanism in both two types of virtual machines. Linux can be modified, so we use it as the guest OS of para-virtualized virtual machines; Windows operating system cannot be modified, so we use it as the guest OS of full-virtualized virtual machines.
1) Linux Operating System: The Linux operating system that we use is 64-bit, and its version number is 2.6.18. In this operating system, we append a function `sys_set_migration_flag` that calls the hypercall implemented in Xen hypervisor and a system call with a number 325 which calls the function.

2) Windows Operating System: Because Windows is not an open source operating system and it cannot be modified, we append a windows device driver through which the virtual machine migration lock can be set.

   We first obtain the number of hypercall pages of Xen Hypervisor via CPUID instruction. Then a block memory with the same size as the hypercall pages is allocated for setting new hypercall pages for Windows Operating System by using WRMSR instruction. Now we can set migration lock by calling the hypercall we have implemented in Xen hypervisor through the function handling I/O operations (MldDDKDeviceIOControl) in the Windows device driver.

C. Application in Domain U

   We write an application tool for users to set migration lock. For different operating systems, its implementation is different. The tool sets migration lock via the system call described in Section 3.2.1 for Linux, while it achieves the same goal via the I/O control operation on the device driver described in Section 3.2.2 for Windows.

   Users can also set migration lock by calling the system call or I/O control operation in their own applications.

D. Xen Tools

   Besides setting migration lock in domain U, we also can set migration lock when domain U is being created or started. Also the migration lock should be checked when migrating domain U. Both creating domain U and migrating domain U are associated with Xen tools, so we add the corresponding mechanism to `xm` and `xend`.

1) Create or Start Domain U: Users can create domain U via the `xm` command in Dom0. The specific format of the command is: `xm create [-c] [options] configuration_file`. `xm` first parses the command and the configuration file, and then transfers the parsed results to `xend` which will call a function named `domain_create` for creating a domain. The function creates a domain by calling a hypercall whose number is __HYPERVISOR_domctl. Figure 3 shows the specific process of creating a domain.

![Figure 3. The Process of Creating Domain U](image)

In order to set migration lock when creating or starting a domain, we append an option (`-migration`) in the configuration file and `xm` command, and parse and transfer the option in `xend`.

2) Migrate Domain U: Users issue the request of migration to Xen hypervisor via the command – `xm migrate`. After receiving the request, Xen hypervisor will call the function `domain_migrate` to prepare for migration. The migration process is divided into two parts, device migration, which is accomplished by function `xc_domain_save`, and memory migration, which is accomplished by function `migrateDevices`. Figure 4 illustrates the process.

According to the analysis of the migration process described above, we can implement the migration lock checking in the two functions - `domain_migrate` and `xc_domain_save`, to judge whether the domain is permitted to be migrated.
As described in Section 3, we can set migration lock in two phases: one is at the time when a virtual machine is created or started; the other is during the running period of a virtual machine.

There are two ways for setting the migration lock when creating or starting the virtual machine.

The first way is appending the option \(-\text{migraton}\) to the command of creating or starting a domain. The specific format is:

\[
\text{xm create config_file -migration=yes|no}
\]

the migration flag set to be yes or no indicates that the virtual machine can or cannot be migrated.

The second way is appending the following configuration:

\[
\text{migration = yes|no}
\]

to the configuration file of the virtual machine.

In order to increase flexibility, we support the virtual machine users to set migration lock in the guest operating system during the virtual machine is running. So virtual machine users can set migration lock dynamically according to the current running status of the virtual machines.

Virtual machine users can set migration lock dynamically via the lock setting application tool \text{set\_migration\_flag} provided by us. The specific format for running the application is:

\[
\text{set\_migration\_flag flag}
\]

here flag is the parameter and its value must be 1 or 0 indicating whether the virtual machine can or cannot be migrated.

In addition, virtual machine users can also set migration in their own application programs via the interface provided by us. The interface and its usage are different for different guest operating system of virtual machines. For GNU/Linux operating system which runs upon a para-virtualized virtual machine, we provide a system call interface named syscall(325, flag, &ret). Here 325 is the system call number, flag is the same as described above and ret is the result of the system call. For Windows operating system running on a full-virtualized virtual machine, we provide a device driver in which setting migration lock is implemented. Users just need to create the device file and set migration lock via ioctl operations in their own application programs. Figure 5 shows how to set migration lock in an application program in Windows operating system.
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\caption{Set Migration Lock in Windows Application}
\end{figure}

\section*{V. HOW TO USE MIGRATION LOCK}

Virtual machine migration locking mechanism enables virtual machines to control migration by themselves and assures that they cannot be migrated if they don’t expect to. So the current migration strategies should take migration lock into consideration. Which virtual machine should be locked and how long it will be locked have a great influence on migration strategies. Whether we should migrate a virtual machine
immediately or wait until the virtual machine is unlocked, how long a virtual machine will be locked, and what about the dynamic change of locking/unlocking, all these will make migration strategies more complex. We should make decisions according to actual application scenarios.

For a virtual machine, under what conditions it should be locked and when to lock/unlock often need to comprise with the flexibility of managing a virtualized computing environment. We should try to minimize the influence on conventional migration strategies. A virtual machine should use migration lock only when it needs to be locked. In a virtualized computing environment, if virtual machines use migration lock arbitrarily, it will be impossible to manage and maintain the virtualized computing environment, losing advantage brought by virtualization.

Allocating an effective time slot for using migration lock is a way to avoid using migration lock arbitrarily. When the virtual machine monitor attempts to migrate a virtual machine, whether the time the virtual machine has been locked exceeds the time slot will be checked first. If it exceeds the time slot, the virtual machine monitor will modify the status of migration lock and migrate the virtual machine. The hard quota avoids the problem of dead lock on migration but fails to address the issue that the lock sometimes need to be maintained longer than the quota.

For a virtualized computing environment, when a virtual machine should be locked and how to avoid using migration lock arbitrarily need further study from technology and management aspects.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose the problems caused by virtual machine migration and present a solution named virtual machine migration lock. We provide standard interface for setting and resetting the migration lock to enable virtual machines to control migration by themselves and assure that they cannot be migrated if they don’t expect to.

In future work, we will take further study on the usage of migration lock. On the one hand, when a virtual machine should be locked, how long it should be locked and how to avoid using migration lock arbitrarily are the problems to address. On the other hand, virtual machine migration strategies should take the migration lock into account, which will bring challenges to the management of the future virtualized computing environment. Is virtual machine migration lock necessary? We propose the mechanism of migration lock, but whether it will be accepted in the future application scenarios such as virtualized data center needs further study.
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